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Our aim is to demonstrate with Portuguese word-formation data collected from 
corpora (Linguateca, Corpus de Referencia do Portugues Contemporaneo and Corpus do 
Portugues) and based on experiments with Portuguese native speakers that derivational 
paradigms are mental patterns dynamically organized around more than one axis in what 
we call cross-paradigms. Cross-paradigms are structured by affixes which may put 
different base-organized paradigms into interface. 
This hypothesis is supported by recent psycholinguistic approaches to the mental 
lcxicon such as Libben (2014) (cf. Libben's concepts on morphological transcendence 
and morphological superstates), according to whom the mental lexicon is not as an «inert 
knowledge store, [but] as a dynamic cognitive system that allows for lexical activity.» 
(Lib ben 2014: 209). Our hypothesis is also founded on linguistic works such as Corbin 
(1987), which, as demonstrated by Booij (2007), presents a paradigmatic perspective on 
word-formation, and on Blevins (2016). 
Following Stekauer (2014: 359), we consider derivational paradigms as «based on 
formal realization of a cognitive category by an affixation process.». 
According to Pounder (2000), different materials can organize each paradigm. It 
is not just a specific morpheme that functions as the axis of a certain paradigm. The axis 
may correspond also to the word-class, to semantic rules, and to other features labelled 
under 'lexical paradigm' by Pounder. Our work sticks to two main different paradigm 
relationships: the lexeme-base-class-organized paradigm and the affix-organized one. 
Giving examples from Portuguese, a lexeme-base-class organized paradigm is 
illustrated by deverbal nouns with different suffixes such as avaliac;iio 'evaluation', 
matanc;a 'slaughter', congelamento 'freezing', aterragem 'landing' and soldadura 
'soldering'. The axis of this paradigm corresponds to the base lexeme the nouns correlate 
with, which is a verb (avaliar 'to evaluate', matar 'to kill', congelar 'to freeze', aterrar 
'to land' , soldar 'to solder'). 
An affix-organized paradigm is illustrated by nouns such as medievalismo 
'medievalism', espiritualismo 'spiritualism', luteranismo 'Lutheranism', newtonianismo 
'Newtonianism' andfigurativismo 'figurativism'. The axis of this paradigm is the suffix 
-ism(o). 
Models that propose separated paradigms like those collide with empirical data. 
In Table 1, we show three suffIxes (-ism(o), -eir(a) and -agem) that work with different 
lexeme-base classes. We may exemplify this assumption by means of the suffIx -ism(o). 
This suffix may form nouns correlated with lexeme classes other than adjectives: 
correlated with verbs (bisbilhotar 'to gossip'~bisbilhotismo 'habit of gossiping') and 
correlated with nouns (sigilo 'stealth'~sigilismo 'secretiveness'). The fact that nouns 
with the suffix -ismo correlate with verbs, nouns and adjectives creates an interface 
between the three lexeme-base-class paradigms (Table 1). 
Axis of the paradigm: lexeme class of the correlated base 
Agjective Noun Verb 
medieval sigilo bisbilhotar ' to Axis of the 
'medieval' ~ medievalismo ' stealth' ~sigilismo gossip '~ paradigm: 
'medievalism' 'secretiveness' bisbilhotismo 
affix -ism( 0) 
'habit of 
..E..ossi£inJi' 
Axis of the maluco flor 'flower' ~ cansar ' to tire' ~ 
paradigm: 'crazy' ~maluqueira floreira 'pot of canseira 
affix -eire a ) 'craziness' flowers' 'tiredness' 
frio pelo 'hair, fur' ~ alunar 'to land on 
Axis of the 'cold'~friagem pelagem 'pelage' the moon'~ 
paradigm: 'coldness' alunagem 
Affix -agem 'landing on the 
moon' 
Table 1. Cross-paradIgms constructed by the mterface between affix-orgalllzed 
paradigms and lexeme-base-class paradigms. 
This implies that an affix may function as the axis of several lexeme-base-class 
paradigms. Because of the action of the affix, paradigms of one level (lexeme-base-c1ass-
organized) are in interface with paradigm(s) of another level (affix-organized), forming 
cross-paradigms. 
Our explanation for data like the one in Table 1 and for the hypothesis of cross-
paradigms is based on our experiments with Portuguese native speakers (lexical decision 
task with priming) and it is theoretically supported on the following assumptions based 
on Libben's (2014; 2015) concepts of morphological transcendence and morphemes as 
superstates: 
-Affixes may intervene in different paradigms, because, following Libben (2014), 
lexical representations in the mind era not fixed. Instead, they result from the lexical 
experience of the speaker/listener (Libben 2014: 9). 
-This experience enables speakers to adequately interpret words such as 
bisbilhotismo, which does not follow the generalized lexeme-base-class paradigm where 
-ism(o) works (ADJ ~ N). 
- Assuming that affixes have features of different structures (phonological, 
semantic, syntactic, morphological, etc.) (following Booij and Lieber (2004) and Lieber 
(2004), and denying the separationist hypothesis (Beard 1995)), when operating in a 
parallel paradigm, the affix may be operating only with a part of those structures. For 
instance, suffix -agem contains information about the lexeme-class of the base it can 
correlate with to form a new noun. When operating in a word such as alunagem 'landing 
on the moon' (whose base is the verb alunar 'to land on the moon'), suffix -agem was 
not particularly selected because of the selectional feature [correlate with verb]. It 
operates there because of its semantic feature [composed of individuals] (cf. Lieber 
(2004), Rodrigues (2008; 2014); Rodrigues & Rio-Torto (2013)). 
-In this sense, a different mental representation of -agem is created in the mind, 
which does not attain to the [correlation with verb] feature. This corresponds to a variable 
of -agem that is able to correlate with nouns and adjectives. This is explainable with the 
concept of morphological superstates by Libben (2014). 
-Since the production of different variables of affixes depends on the size of the 
morphological family, it is expected that affixes lowly represented, such as -or (e.g. ardor 
'burning'), do not awaken the formation of cross-paradigms. This is in accordance with 
Mosco del Prado et al. (2004), Kroot et al. (2001) and Baayen (2007) . 
-When a new word coinage, corresponding to the different level paradigm, is 
represented in the mind, it creates cross-paradigms. A cross-paradigm results from the 
intersection of paradigms organized around different axes, when derivatives of parallel 
paradigms are organized around the same semantic patterns by means of the same affix. 
-Our experiments with native speakers demonstrate that created words containing 
the affixes -agem, -eir(a) and -ism(o), which work in cross-paradigms, show a higher 
acceptancy rate than those containing affixes that are not cross-paradigmatic. 
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Participles: inflectional paradigms, derivational paradigms or 
something else? 
Andrew Spencer 
University of Essex 
I argue that paradigms for inflection and derivation (,Word Formation', WF) are 
logically distinct types of relation, only superficially similar. However, there are a 
number of types oflexical relatedness that seem to be intermediate between inflec-
tion and derivation: a-structure alternations ((anti)passive, causative, ... ), evalua-
tive morphology, and especially transpositions. I focus on participles, (inflected) 
word forms with the external morphosyntactic properties of an adjective but the 
internal morphosyntax of the base verb. 
In Paradigm Function Morphology (,PFM2', Stump 2016) inflectable lexemes 
are associated with FORM and CONTENT paradigms, linked by a Corr(espondence) 
function. The distinction is motivated by mismatches (syncretism, deponency, pe-
riphrasis, etc.). An inflectional paradigm is a space comprising intersecting sets of 
attribute-value pairings, defined by a paradigm function, PF. This defines the 'real-
ized paradigm': pairings of word forms/periphrases with feature values. Typically, 
inflection is obligatory and complete (no defectiveness) . 'WF', by contrast, relates 
lexemes. In word-and-pattern or 'paradigmatic' approaches generally, there is no 
'formation' so we are in fact modelling lexemic relatedness, using a relation (not a 
function!). Both paradigmatic inflection and 'WF' presuppose some theory of lexi-
cal respresentation (lexeme/dictionary entry), and both demand a solution to the 
'lexeme individuation' problem: when do two concrete forms belong to the same 
lexeme rather than distinct lexemes? 
'WF' paradigms share almost none of the properties of inflectional 
paradigms, being typically (i) incomplete (defective) (ii) non-compositional 
(iii) not fully productive (note: we rarely speak of the 'productivity' of inflec-
tional properties) (iv) not formalizable as functions . I therefore distinguish an 
inflectional-type parad igm, 11;, from a derivational-type paradigm, H<I ' There 
are two types of Il ct : a 'chain-Ilct ' operates by so-called 'recursive' application 
(syntagmatic process!): employ -+ re-employ -+ re-employable -+ re-employability. 
A 'radial-Ilct ' defines sets of complex lexemes all related directly to a single base: 
employ -+ {employer, employee, employable, employment, re-employ, .. .}. 
We generally don't find chain-His even where intermediate forms can function 
as independent word forms: Spanish cantaremos 'we will sing' is not a periphrase, 
therefore it is not derived from the infinitive cantar, but from a stem homophonous 
with the infinitive form. Radial-Il;s appear to occur with complex paradigms built 
on 'screeves' but this resemblance is superficial. The inflectional paradigm inter-
faces primarily with syntax while the WF paradigm interfaces almost exclusively 
with lexical semantics/conceptual structure. 
